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much less likely to be a
fluorescent derivative.

Why are there two
reaction times for smaller
substrates in the kinetic

experiments? {#s32} -----
------------------------------------
------------------------------------

------ Glycine is a small
amino acid, which is at

the other extreme of the
size of commonly used

substrates for
experiments of this type

(see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-
type="fig"}, II). As well as
accepting thiol-directed
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electrophiles, glycine is
also reactive with longer
conjugated electrophiles
formed from amino acids
and peptides. We chose

to use glycine as a model
substrate for the following

reasons: In the initial
experiments with

different thiols ([Figure 5]
(#fig5){ref-type="fig"}),
we used trithiobutyl-SG
as a thiolating reagent.

The maximum
concentration of

trithiobutyl-SG that can
be used without
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introducing significant
non-specific reactions

with other thiols is 0.05
M, which is nearly 20-fold
greater than the optimal

concentration of EDC
(0.002 M) that we have
found previously in this
laboratory. We used 1.5

equivalents of trithiobutyl-
SG to synthesize the

thiolated peptides and S-
glutathionylate them

using the three different
thiols: cysteine,
thioredoxin and
glutathione. The
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concentrations of the
primary amines required
to obtain the formation of
the electrophilic thioether
conjugate are higher than

the *K*~*m*~ value of
any of these amines for

this reaction. To
maximize the reaction

rates for the three
peptides 0cc13bf012
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